ONLINE AUCTION

Tears of joy on our J12 Lake special reunion
Adam Tilbrook

Special moment:
Andy King with
the first 40
Bob Wylie
The Angling Trust made
sure we were allowed to fish
during lockdown so when I
saw Lot 2 of the annual Online
Auction - an exclusive booking
at the famous J12 Lake in
Reading - I saw the opportunity
for a fantastic staycation.
Having canvassed opinion
and received authority to
bid from friends, my heart
was thumping as the auction
drew to a close. Would we be
successful? The fact that I’m
writing this confirms we were!
Our group consisted of
me and my two brothers, plus
five friends most of whom met
at school – in my case over 40
years ago! Together we have
kept in touch and maintained
our friendship through our
mutual love of fishing and
whilst we reside all over the
country and at times have
done so abroad, we always
find time to fish

Our annual Online Auction raises much needed funds
to help support the work of the Angling Trust and Fish
Legal. With lots to suit all pockets and for all types
of angling, last year it raised a staggering £26,696.
Thank you to everyone who bid and all who donated
lots. One of the prized lots was an exclusive booking
at the famous Junction 12 Lake in Reading, won by
Roger Tilbrook and his pals. Here is his report of a
very special fishing trip.

Roger Tilbrook
The Gang: (left to right) Bob Wylie, Den Tysoe,
Roger Tilbrook, Andy King, John (Ive) Payne, John Tilbrook,
Adam Tilbrook and Stewart McKenzie.
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Cracking catch: Roger about to return a 38lb 10oz Mirror, one
of three carp including two 40s caught using a centre pin reel.

together. We are not out and
out carp fanatics but enjoy all
types of fishing.
Although we were still
in lockdown, choosing a
week that suited us all was
much more challenging than
expected due to various work
and family commitments.
We eventually settled for
early June, perilously close to
spawning time, but we hoped
the cold winter would defer
any activity. Once the trip was
arranged, we realised that it
was the first time we had all
been together as a group for
more than 25 years.
We were determined that
everyone was to share the
experience and if necessary
share swims and knowledge.
Our target was simple - no
one was to blank and everyone
hoped for their UK PB carp.
Preparation
time flew by and
soon we were all
Stewart McKenzie enjoying a sensible
briefing from Del
Shackleford,
the Reading &
District Angling
Association’s
Fisheries
Manager, at the
lakeside at the
start of our trip
informing us
that one of us
was likely to
catch a UK 40lb carp.

John Tilbrook
Having walked the lake we all
chose our swims and set about experience.
finding our “spots” and getting Tears were
genuinely shed over the
ready for “bite time” which
with a few exceptions was from capture of the first 40
especially as it went to Andy, a
dawn to mid-morning.
very special friend
Well, the group target
was met as everyone
caught. On a personal
basis five of us beat our
UK PB, four of us with fish
over 40lb. As a group
we had smashed it but
it is fair to say that some
were frustrated, my
brothers in particular.
John caught within two
hours of arriving and
then despite using his
expert knowledge
and experience to
John (Ive) Payne
put both Stewart and
Den on fish had no further
suffering from Parkinson’s action until a hook pull on
that moment will live with us all
the very last morning. Adam,
forever.
who also worked hard which
Thank you Del and the
included reeling in and turning
Angling Trust for giving us the
up to take fantastic photos
opportunity and experience.
at each and every capture,
only managed one
Den Tysoe
modest fish. That’s
angling!
The lake itself
was beautiful,
natural and despite
its location much
more tranquil
than we expected.
Fishing aside it was
fantastic to spend
time together with
friends and share the
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